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When incomes are ranked in descending order the social-evaluation function corresponding to 

the Gini relative inequality index can be written as a linear function with the weights being the odd 

numbers in increasing order. We generalize this function by allowing the weights to be an 

arbitrary non-decreasing sequence of numbers. This results in a class of generalized Gini relative 

inequality indices and a class of generalized Gini absolute inequality indices. An axiomatic 

characterization of the latter class is also provided. 

Keywords: Index of inequality; Gini coefficient; Distribution of incomes; Social-eveluation 

function. 

The Gini coefficient is a relative index of inequality; scaling ail incomes propor- 
tionally does not affect the value of the index. A closely related measure is the Gini 
absolute index of inequality. The value of an absolute inequality index does not 
change if all incomes are augmented by the same absolute amount. These two 
indices implicitly define a common Gini social-evaluation function which represents 
an ethical ordering of alternative distributions of income.’ 

Unfortunately, the Gini social-evaluation fun&on, while possessing a number of 
desirable features, embodies distributional judgements which seem quite arbitrary. 
Specifically, when incoties are ranked in descending order, the Gini sociai-evaiua- 
tion function can be written as a linear function with the weights being the odd 
numbers in increasing order. Among ail such linear functions there does not appear 
to be any strong argument in favour of these particular weights. Accordingly, in this 
paper we introduce a class of generalized Gini social-evaluation functions. This class 

I General discussions of the relationship between social-evaluation functions and measures of 

inequality may be found in Blackorby and Donaldson (1978, 19801. Absolute inequality indices are cm- 

sidered in Blackorby and Donaldson (1980) and Kolm (1976a, 1976b). 
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is generated by replacing the weights found in the Gini social-evaluation function by 
an arbitrary non-decreasing sequence of numbers. 2 This new class of social-evalua- 
tion fuactions can then be used to define two new classes of inequality indices. 
iripccial cases of the generalized Gini social-evaluation functions are the sum-of- 

&&on and maximin income. Using utilities rather than incomes, these 
are utilitarianism and maximin utility, respectively. 

These new classes of inequality measures are of particular interest if it is deemed 
ble to decompose an inequality measure by component of income. If the rank 
of incomes is the same for each income component, the overall inequality in 

the income distribution as measured by a generalized Gini absolute inequality index 
is simply the sum of the values of the index for each type of income. For the general- 
irtaul (iini relative inequality index, the aggregation procedure is a mean-weighted 
58un.j 

In section 2, background material on the theory of inequality measurement is 
provided. Here the relationship between indices of inequality and their corre- 
sponding social-evaluation functions is considered. Section 3 introduces the general- 
kd Gini measures and comments on the properties satisfied by this class. In section 
4 WC consider the generalized Gini absolute inequality measures in more detail and 
provide t of axioms on the binary relation ‘at least as unequal as’ which com- 
pktclyc cterize this class of inequality indices. Section 5 discusses extensions of 
the anaij-is and briefly summarizes our conclusions. Proof of theorems are pre- 

ted in Appendix A. 

2. Thewy of inequality measurement 

With a population of size n, the distribution of incomes is represented by a vector 

Y=(Yt I .eeVy& An ethical ordering of alte.rnBtive income profiles is represented by a 
sw&&evaluatitm function W: Rn -R, where W is ordinally significant.4 We assume 
that W is continuous, increases along the line of complete equality, and that each 
level surface of W crosses the line of equality. We do not assume that W is 

z ft appears that essentially the same class, but with weights restricted lo being positive, is implicitly 

used in the UNy180 guidelines. See Dasgupta, Marglin and Sen (1972, p. 29) and Basu (1980). 

’ Theil [1!379) considered the decomposition of entropy-type inequality measures by income com- 

ponent%, leaving the decomposition of the Gini as an open question. Subsequent to the completion of thk 

art&, Shorrocks (1980) has initiated a systematic investigation of source decomposirion of the Gini 

rctativc iuequality index- He notes that Fei, Ranis and Kuo (1978) have proposed a decomposition of thb; 

furi rdativc inequality im!!. With the restriction that all income sources heave the same rank order of 

iw, ahcir decotuposition is identical to thr; one considered here. 

’ A, actual data an incotue distributions typically contains some negative incomes, W has been defined 

out aJl of R”. Some tneasures of relative inequality, however, are only defined on RI. In the theory of 

tote inequality ittdices, restricting W to R”, creates boundary problems which are discussed in 

@J&~by anld Donaldson ( 1980). 



monotone (non-decreasing); the 
person’s income holding other 
increase in total income. 

Atkinson (1970), Kolm (1969) 

increase in inequality resulting from raising one 
incomes constant may not be balanced by the 

dnd Sen (1973) considered the concept of a repre- 
sentafive (equally-distributed equivalent) income c. With e= (1, . . . . 1) and 

under our assumptions (1) may be solved uniquely for 

r = au), (2) 

where 6 is the representative income corresponding to the income profile y. In 
words, < is the equally-distributed equivalent per-capita income to Y. The function E 
is a particular numerical representation of W. 

Relative measures of inequality are homogeneous of degree zero in incomes. 
Atkinson (1970), Kolm (1969) and Sen (1973) in their studies of relative inequality 
proposed the use of 

IR(Y) = 1 - (~tY)htY)) (3) 

as an index of inequality, where 

1 n 
P(Y) = J ,g, Yi 

I 
(4) 

is the mean of the income distribution YE R. In (3) we assume ,u(Y) #O. Blackorby 
and Donaldson (1978) have shown that the index defined in (3) is a relative index if 
and only if W is homothetic.5’Since p is a positively linear homogeneous function of 

YP - = will be as well if and only if W is homothetic. We shall suppose W is homothetic 
when we wish to construct a relative index of inequality, interpreting relative 
inequality indices as Atkinson-Kolm-Sen indices (3). Thus, (3) provides an 
algorithm for converting a homothetic social-evaluation function into a relative 
inequality index and vice versa? 

With absolute measures of inequality, adding the same amount to each person’s 
income leaves the inequality index unchanged. In the study of absolute inequality, 
use is made of translatable and unit-translatable functions. A function f is frans- 
latable if and only if it can be wiitten as an increasing transformation of a trnit- 
translatable function @ where # is unit-translatable if and only if 

$(x+ue)=@(x)+cT VaER. (3 

Blackorby and Donaldson (1980) in their work on absolute inequality proposed 
the use of 

5 Blackorby, Donaldson and Auersperg (1978) provide a simple proof of this statement. 

6 Recovery of 3 * IS obtained by inverting (3) and then extending 2 by continuity to points where 

M(Y) = 0. 
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r,tY)=pw-ay) (6) 

au index of inequality. They have shown that this index is an absolute index if and 
ly if W is translatable (if and only if 2 ” is unit-translatable).’ Note that p is unit- 

e shall interpret absolute inequairity indices as Blackorby and 
(6). and we shall suppose W is translatable when we wish to con- 

ruct an absolute inequality index. Consequently, (6) provides an algorithm for 
converting a translatable social-evaluation function into an absolute inequality 
i& and vie versa. 

An important property for an inequality measure to satisfy Es the weak Pigou 
(1912~Dalton (1920) transfers principle or, equivalently, the weak Lorenz 
criterion. According to the weak Pigou-Dalton transfers principle, transferring 
iucome from a richer person to a poorer person preserving the rank-order of 
iateomes will either decrease inequality or leave inequality unchanged. For two 
income dktributious with the same total income, if the Lorenz curve for one dis- 
tribution lies inside the Lorenz curve for the other, then weak Lorenz domination 
requires the second distribution to be at least as unequal as the first. Either of these 
principtcr is equivalent to requiring W (or c”) to be S-concave! This equivalence 
holds r~rdles~ of whether we are concerned with absolute or relative inequality. 
CtoMcptMWly, We assume W is S-concave, S-concavity of W implies symmetry as 
~efl but, for symmetris W, it is weaker than quasi-concavity. 

The c.& coefficient can be used to illustrate the principles considered in this 
arcrction, Biackorby and Donaldson (1978) have shown that the Gini coefficient, a 
relative measure of inequality, can be written as 

1 f (2i- l)ji 
i=l l&Y)= 1 -,z-- 

P(Y) 
(7) 

when /rcy)#O, where j is a permutation of y such that j$ rjzr l ~9”. Using (31, 
&e corresponding Gini social-evaluation functions are ordinally equivalent to the 
Giui ~~~esent.&e-income function 

The coefficients in the Gini index are the first n odd numbers.9 

’ Again, a si~)plc proof of this proposition may be found in Blackorby, Donaldsor. and Auersperg 
(1978). 

‘Se tbc dkussions in Kolm (1%9) ;md Dasgupta, Sen and Starrett (1973). The formal results are 
based on tkomm of Hardy, Littlewood and P6lya (1934). A function/is S-concave (S-convex) if and 
&y if/(l2r)&##) U;(Qx)~f(x)) for all histochastic matrices Q, that is, non-negative matrices whose 
fTov attd a&tmn sums are all equal to one. 

9Tksumofthefir st n odd numbers is n2. Thus l/n2 is simply a normalizing factor. 
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If a social-evaluation function is both homothetic and translatable, then it is 
called a ccmpwnise social-evaluation function. As &(y) is both positively linearly 
homogeneous and unit-translatable, Gini social-evaluation functions belong to this 
compromise class. Consequently, we can use (6) to determine the Gini absolute 
index of inequality, 

IAd) =c((y) - --$ 1 f (2i- l)jji. 
i=l 

(9) 

The Gini social-evaluation function has a simple geometric structure. The set of 
all income distributions which yield values go(y) Z{ form a convex polyhedral cone 
with vertex at the point ce. For a fixed total income and letting n = 3, the set of all 
possible income distributions form a plane. The welfare contours of the Gini social- 
evaluation function form symmetrical hexagons in this plane, centered at the point 
of equality. Fig. 1 illustrates this situation while the conical structure, for n = 2, is 
shown in Fig. 2. The Gini social-evaluation function is monotone. 

It is clear from (3) and (6) that Fig. 1 can be used to illustrate the iso-inequality 
contours of IRo and IA@ Holding total income fixed, these inequality indices order 
distributions in the reverse order as does So. The set of all income distributions 
which yield a level surface of IRG form a polyhedral cone with vertex at the origin. 
The corresponding distributions for JAG form a cylindrical polyhedral figure 

centered at the line of equality 

Fig. 1. 
@ 

Fig. 2. 
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3. Genefaked Gini sucial-evalurtion functions 

Writing the formula for the Gini social-evaluation function explicitly, as in (8), 
out the rather arbitrary distributional judgements implicit in the Gini 
ent. Yet, as shall be discussed below, having the representative-income 

um be a simple weighted sum of rank-ordered incomes results in the implicit 
inequality measures possessing a number of desirable features. Accordingly, it 
seems of interest to study the class of continuous, increasing along the line of 
equality, S-concave social-evaluation functions which are ordinally equivalent to 
functions which are linear within the set of incomes possessing the same rank order. 

consists of all social-evaluation functions which are xdinally equivalent 
to 8 representative-income function which can be written in the form 

with xi a)# 0. This class of social-evaluation functions will be called the generalized 
OW social-evaluation functions. 

lt will bc convenient to distinguish t.he weights ai from the normalized weights hi 
defined 3 

h,=a/C aj. !W 

Letting y = e in (lo), using (1) and (2) we observe that C i hi = 1. 
Correqmding to (IO) is the class of generalized Gini relative inequality indices, 

(fm YE R* such that p(y)/O) and the class of generalized Gini absolute inequality 
iitdii, 

(13) 

When incomes are ranked from highest to lowest, the weights in (11) are required 
to be non-decreasing. Intuitively it seems reasonable to attach more significance to 
the incomes of the poorer individuals and, furthermore, this restriction is necessary 
if the social-evaluation function is to be S-concave. This is easily illustrated when 
n = 2; the level surfaces of Z4 would appear as in fig. 3 if hi > h2 and this func- 
tion S not S-concave. For social-evaluation functions which satisfy our linearity 
requirement and are both continuous and increasing along the line of equality, S- 
concavity and constraining the normalized weights to be non-decreasing are 
edpivalenr restrictions. lo 

AI% a&Mortal fature of fig. 3 is of interest. For any income profile y not on the 
line of equality, < =: 3 &(y)>p(y). According to either (3) or (a), y is viewed as being 
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Fig. 3. - \ 

more unequal than te! This example might suggest that for social-evaluation 
functions satisfying the properties listed in the last paragraph, having non- 
decreasing normalized weights is equivalent to supposing that ail income profiles are 
at least as unequal as e. However, this equivalence does not hold for n 1: 3. Suppose 
n = 3 and let (hi, hz, ha) = (+, Cl,+). Then, 1,,,,(y) = +92 - +j+ which is always non- 
negative as 92 ~93. In this case, I A,e does not satisfy the Pigou-Dalton criterion and 
I&$ is not S-convex. The analogue to fig. 2 for this example is fig. 4. We shall estab- 
lish, however, that when’ the weights are non-decreasing, all income profiles are 
necessarily viewed as being at least as unequal as e. 

Fig. 5 is analogous to fig. 2, depicting typical contours of z^ .+ when n = 3 iriid total 
income is fixed. In contrast to the Gini, only every second angle of the hexagons 
need be the same. The additional symmetry of the Gini social-evaluation function 
might suggest that it has a privileged status among all generalized Gini social-evalua- 
tion functions. However, this ‘super-symmetry of the Gini is only true when n = 3 

Fig. 4. V 

lo This statement will not be demonstrated directly, as the equivalent result for absolute indices is 

established in the next section. 
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Fig. 5. 

andd not appear when nr4. Degenerate cases are also possible. If all three 
coefficients are equal (the sum-of-incomes criterion), the whole plane becomes a 
&ngIe indifference curve. Should two of the three coefficients be equal, the contours 
reduce to triangles. Maximin is the special case of the latter obtained by setting hl 
and htequal to zero. 

In general, S-concave functions need not be qua&concave. However, because of 
the linear structure of the generalized Gini social-evaluation functions, they are also 
quasi-concave. To establish this proposition we utilize an intermediate result which 
ig itrttreb%g in its own right. If h and y are oppositely-ordered, h is non-decreasing 
whik y is non-increasing or vice-versa, then their inner product yields the smallest 
MJ~ of all possible weighted sums of these vectors. This is stated formally as 
lemma 1. 

lAcllm8 1. If h=(h, ,..., h,) atzd y=(y, ,..., y,,) are oppositely ordered and if 
H= (h’, . . . . hr) is the set of all permutations of h, then 

C RiyiS t @y, j=I,...pr. 
c i 

(14) 

For generalized Gini social-evaluation functions, the set of all income distribu- 
tions for which W(Y)Z W(e) is the intersection of the r half-spaces containing e in 
their boundaries and whose normals are given by the vectors in H. This observation 
and Lemma 1 are used to establish Theorem 1. 

T~~WWB 1. All generalized Girei social-evaluation functions are quasi-concave. 

Generalized Ginis possess a number of desirable features. Like the Gini, they are 
(#SY to compute, they accommodate non-positive incomes easily, the relative and 
absolute idices imply and are implied by the same class of ordinally-equivalent 
social-evaluation functions, and the relative inequality measures are bounded by 
zero and one for non-negative incomes. The ability to vary the weights in a general- 
i Gini introduces a distributional flexibility absent in the Gini. 



If incomes from different sources exhibit the same rank order, generalized Ginis 

can be decomposed in a consistent fashion into indices by income component. Since 

the mean is a linear function, it is clear from (13) that 

For a generalized Gini absolute inequality index, total inequality is the sum of the 
inequality present in the distribution of income by income source, when the rank 
order of incomes does not vary by source. For a generalized Gini relative inequality 
measure, the decomposition is somewhat more complicated. From (12), with p(_$), 
J.@~), and ~(9) all non-zero, we obtain a mean-weighted sum 

4. A characterization of the class of generalized Gini absolute inequality indices 

Measures of inequality are summary statistics which reflect judgements that one 
distribution is at least as unequal as another. In this section a number of axicpms are 
proposed for a binary relation 2, interpreted as ‘at least as imequal as’ (vhich 
completely characterize the class of generalized Gini absolute ineql!Sity i-&dices 
defined in (13). I1 Derived from kf in the usual way are two bin&r) relations: “I is 

the symmetric factor ‘has the same inequality as’ and >, is the asymmetric factor ‘is 
strictly more unequal than’. I2 For simplicity, we restrict our characterization to 
PER; .I3 

Our first three axioms are standard. 

Axiom 1 (Symmetry). VIE e”+, if y' is a permutation of y2, then y1 -,y2. 

Axiom 2 (Ordering). The binary relation 2, is an ordering (reflexive, complete, and 
transrrive) of R.: . 

” As only binary comparisons are being employed, if a function f represents 2, then so will an) . 
increasing monotone transformation of/. Inspection of (3) and (6) reveals that inequality indices are not 

ordinal; monotone transiormations can change the corresponding class of social-evaluation functions. 

Consequently, our claim is that we have isolated the class of binary relations 2, which can be represented 

by a function of the form (13); to claim anymore would require information not obtainable from binary 

comparisons. 

t* Formally, y’ -,y*~ (y’2,y2andy2kly’) andy’>,y*++(y’2,y’and l(y’2,y’)). 

I3 The extension to R” is straightforward, but in some of our proofs it is then necessary to distinguish 

cases according to whether the highest income is negative or positive. 
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~3(c~ntin~iWle KwM-, {9/9&y} and (91y2,9} we closedsets. 

&n (1973) has questioned Axiom 2, arguing that many of our intuitions on 
inequality only support partial orderings. However, generalized Gini indices as well 

all of the standard measures of inequality completely order all income distribu- 
tions in their domain. 

&ioms 2 *and 3 permit a straightforward reinterpretation of Debreu’s (1959) 
representation theorem. Together with Axiom I we obtain Theorem 2. 

Tower 2. If 2, satisjies Axioms 1-3, then Yf : R: + R such that f is a continuous 
mtwk function and Vy! y2e RT 

Y’ 2rY2*f~Y’kftY2). (17) 

It wilt be convenient in the subsequent discussion to consider the set 

K=(yeR)ly,r~2r**~L~n)= (18) 

Onze an inequality index has been constructed on K, it has a unique extension to the 
rest of RI by Axiom 1. 

Our next axiom states that if in two income distributions the incomes from all but 
one typf sf income are the same in both distributions, then the overall judgement 
that one distribution is mow unequal than a second is completely determined by a 
comparison of the distributions of income from the variable source. For example, 
0n1y labour income might be variable. We state this in a weak form, requiring this 
independence to hold only when the rank order of incomes. is invariant to the 
addition of the variable income.14 

&&a~ 4 (Weak fndependence of Income Source). Vyt, y*, y3e K, 
Y’ r,y2*y‘ +Y’ 2vz+u3. 

TO require 21 to be represented by an absolute index of inequality, it is necessary 
that 

VP? u2d't", 9 y12~y2wy1+ue&y2+ae, (19) 

whenever yi + ae and y2 + w are in R: . Axioms 1 and 4 imply (19). 
The binary relation &is focally non-satiated at y if VN6(y), Z’Y’E lVd(y) such that 

Y’>lY where N&) = (9~ R: 119 1 yj c 6). If 21 is locally non-satiated at y for all 
YE R:, then 21 is locally nohatiated. Axioms 1, 2, and 4 imply that either >I is 
local& non-satiated on &: (the interior of Rf ) or, alternatively, every income pro- 
fk is judged to have the same degree of inequality. 

t* Westate the arriom for K which, together with Axiom 1, implies that this independence holds regard- 
&SF @f the ~~O%t~lar rank order considered. Since K is a wnvex cone, it is closed under vector addition. 
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Lemma 2. If & sarisfies Axioms 1, 2 and 4, lherl either 
(a) Vy’, y2tz R'i , y’ wry2 

or 

(b) VY&, 21 is locally non-satiated. 

In conjunction with the previous axioms, Axiom 4 implies that in case (b) of 
Lemma 2, the iso-inequality contours in K are parallel hyperplanes. Consequently, 
&can be represented in K by a linear function. 

Theorem 3. 21 satisfies Axioms 1 -4c*Yf : RI -+ R and ZIb E R” such that Vy, y I, 
.Y’E R”, 

and 
Y' 2,Y2’*f(Y’)rf(Y2) 

f(Y)= C biY’i* 

(17) 

(20) 

One reason for considering generalized Gini inequality indices is that they can be 
decomposed by income source in an additive fashion, if the rank order of incomes 
does not vary from one income competent to the next. That is, we would like 

VYAI Y2EK AU +y2) =ftu’) +f(Y2)* (21) 

Clearly the index in (20) satisfies (21). We are interested in whether the reverse impli- 
cation is also true. Theorem 4 establishes that this is the case when f is continuous. 
To demonstrate this proposition we first establish L,emma 3. 

Lemma 3. Vy, y’, y2e K, if f is continuous and satisfies (21), then 

f(ay) = af(y), Va E R + . WI 

Theorem 4. Vy, y’, y2e K, if f is continuous, then 

f(Y)= C biYi (2% 

“f(Y +v2) =f(Y’) +f(u2h (21) 

If the domain of definition for f had beer, all of Rn or RI, Theorem 4 would be a 
standard proposition concerning the solution of the basic Cauchy functional equa- 
tion (21). I5 With either of these domains, the weight b, would be the value f assigns 
to person i having a unit of income when everybody else has a zero income. When 
incomes are restricted to be in K, this procedure can only be used to calculate bl so a 
suitable transformation must be devised to construct the remaining weights. Details 

I5 See Aczd (1966) or Eichhorn (1978). 



of rhi~ transformation can be found in the proof of Theorem 4. 
An extremely weak requirement for an inequality measure is that all profiles of 

ogual incomes can be viewed as having the same degree of inequality. 

MmnS. ue-e, Vus=R+. 

This axiom can be used to establish that all profiles of equally-distributed incomes 
are assigned an inequality index of zero. 

3. 21 satisfies Axioms 1 -S++Y,: R”, -+ R and 3b E R” such that Vy, yl, 

and 

f(Y)= c we 
I 

f(ue)=O, WE R,, 

(20) 

(24) 

Thcctrem 5 has established that our index can be written as a linear function on K 
with f(ri ~0. Since the mean is a linear function of y, w’e can now show thatfcan be 
written in the functional form of a generalized Gini absolute inequality index (13), 
neglecting the sign restrictions on the normalized weights. 

T(lraonm6. VyeR”,, if 

then 
f(e) = 0 (25) 

An additiona! axiom is required if the normalized weights are to be non- 
decreasing- The informal discussion of the previous section suggested that this 
restriction on the weights is equivalent to requiring the social-evaluation function to 
be S-concave. We adopt the equivalent axiom on &, the weak Pigou-Dalton 
a ransfms principle. 

Atioa, 6. (Weak Pigou-Dalton Transfers Principle). If y E K with yi >yj+ 1 for 
~me/andify’EKbd~lnpd~:yi’=yifoti#j, j+l,yj=yj-8, andyj,l=yj+l+e 
withO<ess(y,-y,+l)/2, then y&y’. 

&I worrifs, transferring income from a richer person to a poorer person leaving the 
ranking unchang& should not increase inequality. We may now state the main 
result . 



Theorem 7. 2 I satisfie.q Axioms l -6Nlf: R’i -+ R such that 

f(y)=&+- 1 h,y’,, h, sh2c”d,,, 
i 

c h,= 1. 
I 

It remains to show that our index is always non-negative, no income profile has 
less inequality than e. Since the normalized weights are non-decreasing we have 
1 i hiji less than the mean, so by (13)) f(y) is non-negative. 

Theorem 8. If ,> l satisfies Axioms I-6, then Vy E Rrl , y 2 fe. 

With the exception of Axiom 4, each of the axioms we have proposed is satisfied 
by standard measures of inequality. Consequently, the desirability of generalized 
Gini absolute inequality indices will turn on the acceptability of Axiom 4 which, in 
effect, reduces to whether one wishes to have the decomposition exhibited in (15). 

5. Concluding remarks 

A number of extensions of the analysis are possible. An obvious project is the 
axiomatization of the generalized Gini relative inequality indices. 

A more fruitful endeavour -would be to isolate interesting subclasses of the 
generalized Ginis. This task has been initiated by Donaldson and Weymark (1980a). 
In the present paper we have only considered a fixed population; we could construct 
families of generalized Gini measures, one index for each population size. Indeed, 
the Gini coefficient is in fact a family of such measures. In Donaldson and 
Weymark (1980a) we considered variable population size and required a family of 
generalized Gini measures to satisfy Dalton’s (1920) principle of population. As a 
result of this research we have discovered a single-parameter generalization of the 
Gini indices of inequality; the parameter value captures the distributional judge- 
ments. This research has been extended in Donaldson and Weymark (1980b) to 
allow for income distributions in the continuum; the framework employed by those 
who describe the income distribution by statistical distribution functions. 

An alternative generalization of the Gini coefficient based on Pyatt ‘s (1976) 
formula for the Gini has been proposed by Lorenzen (1979). It is straightforward 10 

show that the social-evaluation functions for Lorenzcn’s measures are ordinally 
equivalent to 

sL(Y)=$ _ _k , l i (k -n+2i- l)j, 
r-n + 

(27) 

where k is an integer parameter with 1 I k 5 rt. The Gini (8) is obtained by setting 
.rC = n. It is clear that the measures defined in (27) are all genera,lized Ginis. Further- 
more, for k<n the population can be split into two groups, the rich and the poor, 
with the members of the first group receiving zero weight. 
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In the foundations of measurement literature, in addition to binary comparisons 
‘ made of concatenation operations. For example, in comparing the length of 

t only do we say that one rod is longer than another but there are also a 
of copies of a standard rod such that if two of these are placed end to end 

the resulting rod is twice as long as the standard. It might seem reasonable to con- 
der a similar operation in inequality measurement. For example, if e was chosen as 

the standard and vector addition ( + ) is the concatenation operation, inequality 
res would be unique up to a similarity transformation (multiplication by a 

IVC constant) rather than the monotone transforms allowed when only binary 
comparisons are made. Viewed in this fashion, if the triple (K, &, + ) satisfies the 
axioms of the previous section then (K, &, +) is an example of a well-known struc- 
ture found in the measurement literature; (II; &, +) is a closed extensive 

ure.14 In this regard, it is particularly noteworthy that entropy measures are 
&sed extensive structures which use a different concatenation operation from 

vec#or addition. This suggests that inequality measures based on the entropy notion 
cy)uod ako be characterized using axioms similar to those in section 4, but their 
interpretation would be quite different as a result of the substitution of the entropy 
c@ncat-tion operation for vector addition. I7 

To conclude, we began with the observation that the weights in the Gini social- 
svaluat?u function seemed arbitrary. This suggested that a general class of 
measures be constructed whose weights could take on any possible values consistent 
with the social-evaluation function being S-concave. The corresponding generalized 
Gini &quality indices are easily aggregated by source of income. Finally, a 
complete axiomatization of the class of generalized Gini absolute inequality indices 
was provided. 

Appendi% A 

Lmnr~ 1. If h=(h,,...,h,) and y=(y I, . . . ,y,) are oppositely ordered and if 
H= (h’, r.., h’) is the bet of all permutations of h, then 

C hiyiS C Hyi, j= 1, . . ..r. 
i i 

Pimaf. Without loss of generality we may suppose h is non-decreasing, hence, y is 
non-increasing. Suppose (14) is violated, then there is a permutation of h, Say h’, 
such that 

C hfyi C C hiyi. 
I I 

(A. 1) 

I6 Ssc Krantz, Lute, Suppes and Tversky (1971, p, ,73). 

3’CMr#l aad Ku@ (1981) have recently provided one axiomatization of the entropy index, but it is 
c)iff&Mt ~a se&e their results to the axioms presenterd here. 
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Since h’# h, hl is not non-decreasing. Thus, it is possible to 
hi>hi+,. Let h”=(h’, ,..., h~_,,h~+,,h~,h~+2 ,..., h;). 

find a k such that 

Since y is non-increasing, 

C h!‘yiS C hiyi. 
i i 

(6.2) 

As h can be obtained .by a sequence of such permutations at= 1, . . ..s. that is,, by 
reversing adjacent increasing elements of h Ia, this line of reasoning implies 

C hiyi S ): hiyi. 
i i 

(A.3) 

But (A.3) contradicts (A. 1). 

Theorem 1. All generalized Gini social-evaluation functions are quasi-concave,, 

Proof. Representing a Gini social-evaluation fus: Gtion by its representative income 
we have 

ES(Y) = C hi.Pi, hlShtSsa*Sh,, C hi=l. (A.4) 
i i 

We must establish that the set 

L(Y)= {Y’l&(Y’)~%(Y)~ (A.3 

is convex for all y. Let 

Mj(y)= (y’l C *yfr&(y)}, j= 1, . . ..r (A-6) 

and 

M(Y)= n A@(Y), (A-7) 
i 

where it is recalled that H= {h*, . . . . hr} are the possible permutations of h. We shall 
demonstrate that M(y) = L(y) which implies L(y) is convex since M(y) is the inter- 
section of halfspaces. 

Suppose yk M(y). It immediately t!>llows from (A.4)-(A.6) that y% L(y). 
Now suppose y’e L(y). Since L(y) is symmetric we may without loss of generality 

suppose y’ is non-decreasing. Thus 

By Lemma 1, 

C hiy;S C gyi, 
i i 

so 

c #y; 2 E 9(y), 

(A.81 

j= 1, . . ..r. (A.9) 

j= 1, . . ..r. (A.lO) 

Thus, yk M(y). 
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I*csl~ 2. ff 2, satbfies Axioms 1, 2 anal 4, then either 

Cat W, UZER”+ e y$y2 

or 

21 is hcally non-satia%d. 

Pw~? Suppose that forj% & and 6>0, (b) is false. By Axiom 1, there is no loss 
in generality in supposing that _P E K. Furthermore, note that d will not be unique so 
that it can be chosen such that 

firrc the vectors 4: i = 1, . . . , n, as follows: 

d,= 
0 if&j, I 1 if i=j. 

W AbObesuch that VA>O, AC& Vie (l,..., n}, 

(A. 12) 

(A.13) 

Such a A necessarily exists because of the definition of NJ(J). 
Suppose WE { 1, . . . . n) and Z&P>0 wiith P<X such that 

y>,y+1%!: (A. 14) 

TheftbyAxiom4, 

94+8’>,9 (A. 15) 

nibclt I*&% K. But (A.15) would imply tlhat 9 is locally non-satiated, contradicting 
OUI @pothcsi~. Thus (A.141 is false. By supposition JR% { 1,. . . , n) and ZU *>O 
with d*<X suc’b that 

9+a%?+,9. (A. 16) 

CWsequently, Vie(l,...,n} and VbO with kl, 

9-,9+&t (A.17) 

“R?ws using Axioms 2 and 4, for any Ai>O, iii< X” k (1, . . . . n} and for any integers 
gi# id5 ii, . . . . n}, (A-17) implies 

But every k K can be written as such a linear combination of { er, . . . , en). Hence, 

T&b mdmd of proof’ follows a suggestion of the referee. 
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j+y+k, VkEK. (A. 19) 

Let K, k’%K. By (A.19) 

_P+ K-,y-,y+k". (A.20) 

By Axiom 4, 

K --,K’. (A.21) 

As K and k” are arbitrary vectors in K, (A.21) and Axiom 1 imply 

Vy’, y2, R”, , y’ -,yr. (A.22) 

Theorem 3. 2, satisfies Axioms l -4++3f: R”, -+ R and 3b E R” such that Vy, y’, 
y2e R”, 

and 
Y’ 21Y2++f(Y’kftu”) (17) 

f(Y) = C fpiyim m-B 

Proof. By Axiom 1 we need only consider y E K. If Vy’, y2 E K, y’ -,y’, setting 6 = 0 
satisfies (17) and (20). By Lemma 2, we may thus restrict attention to the case where 
zr is locally non-satiated on k+ . . 

ForytzKlet 

E(Y)=UEKI~-,Y}, (A.23) 

and 
~(Y)={E4PhY~ (A.24 

C(Y)= {BEKIY >rYI. (A.25) 

We first demonstrate that E(y) is convex. By Theorem 2, &can be represented by 
a continuous function f satisfying (17). By Axiom 4, Vyl, y2 E K 

f(Y’)=f(Y2) (A.26) 

“f(2Y’) =fcv’ +y2) (A.27) 

“ftu’ +y2) =f(2r2) (A.28) 

-feY’) =f(2Y2h (A.29) 

Using (A.27), (A.26) is satisfied 

++fOY’) =fcY +y2), (A.30) 

while (A.29) implies (A.26) is satisfied 

++.mY’ + y2) = f(3y2), (A.311 

so (A.26) is satisfied 
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?e3Y’) =f(3y9. 

P ing, by induction, (A.261 is satisfied 

wf(ny’)=f(ny2) n= 1.z . . . 

Let ny’ = u and ny2 = b, then (A.26) is satisfied 

-/(mv’ 1 =fmY2) m= I,& . . . (A.34) 

wf($z)=f(Fb) m=lJ,... 

(A.32) 

(A.33) 

(A.35) 

Aa) =ftfbl (A.361 

*f vd=fmh r a positive rational. (A.371 

By continuity, (A,361 is satisfied 

“s(W =f(rb), reR, r>O. (A.38) 

Now bc1 t= 1 -k, so (8.36) is satisfied 

+?ftO -&O=JW - Ob), k [O, 1) (A.39) 

wf[al=f(ka+(l - k)b),! ke[O, 11 G-0) 

where (A&) follows from Axiom 4. But (AM) establishes the convexi:y of E(y), 
Vj% AK. 

We now outline a proof of the fact that E(y) is the restriction of an (n - l)-dimen- 
skmal hyperplane in Rn to K, By local non-satiation one can find YE k such that 
#(y] and C(y) are non-empty. E(y), B(y), and C(y) are disjoint with 
Ei(p)UB(p)Um)=K. Convexity of Z(y) implies that both B(u) and C(y) are con- 
nected. Continuity of &implies E(y) separates B(y) and C(y). Local non-satiation 
of z,at yaud the convexity of E(y) then implies E(y) the restriction an (n l)- 
dimcnsiorrai in Rn K. By and (A.38) is true all y &. 
Continuity extends this result to all y E K. 

Let N(y) be the subspace of normals to E(y). By (A.36) and (A.38), N(y) does not 
dcpcad 01) Y. Furthetmore, N(y) is a one-dimensional subspace. For y1 &B(y), 
dboose HEN such that C i biyi > C i biyi. It is now straightforward to establish 
that uring this b to defmefin (2-O) satisfies (17). 

If (If) and (m) are satisfied for some 6, one can easily demonstrate that Axioms 
14 are? satisfied. 

3. Vy, y ‘, y2 E K, ifs is continuous and satisfies (2 1 ), then 

.k~9 = U(Y), Va E: R +. (22) 
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Proof. See A&l (1966). pp. 31-32. Tkre use of K as a domain here but Rn in 
A&l’s theorem does not affect the proof. 

Theorem 4. Vy, y’, y2 E K, if f is continuous then 

f(v) = c biy; (23) 

-ftY +y2) =f(Y’) +f(Y2)* (21) 

Proof. We establish that (21) implies (23) as the reverse implication is trivial. Let 

f(l,O ,..., O)=b,. 

By Lemma 3, 

(A.41) 

f(&O ,..., O)=b,A. (A.42) 

Setting rZ =yI, then 

Let 
f&,4 l ,O)=bly1- 

f(l,l,O ,..., O)=b, +b2. 

(A.43) 

(AM 

For all y; 2 1, 

f(Yi, 1,4 l **9 O)=f(yi- l,O,O ,..., O)+f(l, 1.0 ,..., 0). (A.45) 

so 

f(Yi9 194 l *-9 O)=bl(yi-l)+bl+bz. 

f(Yi9 409 l ..S O)=blyi+b2. 

f(kYiJ,4 ...9 O)=bIAyi + b2A. 

(8.46) 

(A.47) 

(ii.48) 

Setting A =yz and defining y1 = Ayi, 

f(Y,, Y2S 0. l a-, 0) = b,y, + bryt, ~?YI =~2=0. (A.49) 

The proof is completed by induction. 

Theorem 5. 2, satisfies Axioms l-5-3f: R”, +R and ZbE Rn such that Vy, y’, 
y2~ R’: 

Y’ 2rY2-ftY’)=f(Y2)~ (17) 

f(Y) = C bi.Pis (20) 

and 
i 

f(cre)=O, V&R+. (24) 

Proof. By Axiom 1 we may restrict attention to y E K. Using the previous theorems, 
it is sufficient to establish, for f satisfying (17) and (20), Axiom 5 ~(24). 
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ae-14, RYE R + 

+V(ae) =fW 

w C b@ei) = C b,,ei 
I I 

H C b&ei)=f(@ ~0. 
I 

(AS) 

(A.51) 

(A.521 

(A.53) 

8hen 
f(v)= c U. 

f(e)=0 ‘ 

+‘f(Y)=P(Y)- C h,j,, C hi= 1. 
i I 

C biY,=rCtY)- C hiji. 
1 I 

(20) 

(25) 

(26) 

(25) 

(A. 54) 

(A.551 

(A-56) 

l”kwem 7. &sat&fihs Axioms 1-6 

-3f :RT +R such that 

f(vI=tdy)- C h#i, hlSh~S~**Sh,, C hj=l. (13) . 
i i 

drool, Using the previous theorems it is sufficient to establish, for y E K and for f 
lOtiSfYb# (Z6), MOIII 6whiS hj for i&J 

[a) Suppose AiS hj for isJ Consider Y such that yk >yk+ l and define :p’ as in the 
statamt of Axiom 6. Then, using Theorem 6, for f satisfying (26), 

I(v’, -f(Y) = -hkY;_-hk+lY;+1+hkYk+hk+IY&+I (A.57) 

=(hk-hk+I)E 

f(Y’)-f(y)~O. (A.58) 

TlMlt is, 

pIQYk!lJf~ (A.59) 
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or, by Theorem 2, 

Y 2IY’* (A.60) 

(b) We now show that if’ h, > hj for some i< j, then Axiom 6 will not be satisfied 
by f satisfying (26). Without loss of generality, suppose j= it 1. Consider y such 
that yi>yi+ l. By the first part of this proof, 

so 

-and 

f(Y’)-fO’)=Nhi-hi+ 1) (A.61) 

JO’) --ftY) > 0, (A.62) 

Y’ >IY (A.63) 

violating Axiom 6. 

Theorem 8. If 2, satisfies Axioms 1-6, then Vy E RF: , y 2 le. 

Proof. By Theorem 7, 

f(Y)=&Y)- C hi_Pi, h,sh,S**mIh,p C h,=l. 
i I 

113) 

Since 9 and h are oppositely ordered, by Tchebychef’s Inequality (Hardy, Little- 
wood and Pdlya (1934, Theorem 43, p. 43)], 

’ C hiyiS $ C hi C piti 
n I i i 

Since C i hi= 1, 

C hir’i=PtYl 
i 

(A.64) 

(A.65) 

and, by (131, 

f(YkO. (A.66) 
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